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ABSTRACT   

Learning techniques have joined the big data era with the quick rise of the technology reform. 

However, there is little research on big data (Learning Strategies) from the perspectives of 

bibliometrics and knowledge map visualization. It is also uncommon to find substantial study on the 

fundamentals of learning strategies themselves. This study aims to explore the current status of 

learning strategies big data through visualization analysis of the journal papers related to learning 

strategies. The author analyzed a total of 718 articles that were downloaded from the Web of Science 

Core Collection and the time span was set from 2016 to 2021. The CiteSpace software 6.1.R3 was 

used for analysis. This paper presents numerous findings about annual trends, top players at the journal 

and institute levels, country-level citations, keyword distribution, co-authorship status, and the most 

significant journals and authors. In the end, this study points out the development status and trends in 

learning strategies. It can help people in the education profession to get a comprehensive understanding 

of the state of the art of learning strategies. Additionally, it offers reference points for the study and 

use of learning methodologies visualizing techniques.    

 

KEYWORDS: Learning strategies; CiteSpace; Visualization 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Big data has the characteristics of the “5V” (Katal, Wazid, & Goudar, 2013):  

Variety: the data is from a variety of sources, and the types and formats of data are becoming richer. 

It has broken through the category of structured data previously defined, including semi-structured and 

unstructured data.  

 

Volume: the volume of data is huge, including the amount of data that is collected, stored, and 

calculated.  
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Velocity: it requires fast processing and fast access to high-value information for different types of 

data, which is fundamentally different from those traditional data mining techniques.  

 

Value: due to the huge amount of data generated at a very fast speed and the inevitable formation of 

various valid and invalid data, the data density is greatly reduced. However, the rational use of big data 

will bring a very high value in return. 

 

Variability: with the increasing use of social media, data load becomes challenging, which usually 

results in a peak load of data for certain events.  

 

Big data has attracted researchers in all fields, especially in the field of learning strategies.  

Bibliometrics is the cross-disciplinary science of quantitative analysis of all knowledge carriers by 

mathematical and statistical methods (Merigo, Cancino, Coronado, & Urbano, 2016). It is a technique 

that is frequently used to track the growth of a particular field. Early in the twentieth century, 

bibliometrics got its beginnings. In 1917, Cole and Eales separately concentrated on the development 

of writing in similar life structures through bibliographical references. In 1969, the renowned English 

researcher, Allen Richard, first proposed the expression "Bibliometrics" rather than "measurable 

catalog". The development of this term denotes the proper birth of bibliometrics. At present, more and 

more attention has been focused on this research. The clearest benefit of bibliometrics is that it permits 

researchers to concentrate on unambiguous exploration regions by dissecting references, co-

references, geological circulation, and word recurrence, and make exceptionally helpful 

determinations. Up to now, bibliometrics has been generally utilized in area of interest research, co-

origin examination, co-reference examination, and the advancement of the entire subject field.  

 

Following the reform and opening up in the late 1970s, English as a Foreign Language (EFL) education 

in China has witnessed a sharp increase in popularity. 

(Oxford, 1990) argued that learning strategies are steps taken by students to enhance their own 

learning. Strategies are especially important for language learning because they are tools for active, 

self-directed involvement, which is essential for developing communicative competence. Appropriate 

language learning strategies result in improved proficiency and greater self-confidence. 

 

Some studies analyzed learning strategies form different perspectives. (Sarré, Grosbois, & 

Brudermann, 2019; Sun & Wang, 2020; F. Teng & Huang, 2018) gave out suggestions on how to 

improve writing skills. (L. S. Teng & Zhang, 2017; Zhang, Lin, Zhang, & Choi, 2017) analyzed the 

how personal motivation improve learning language. While there is no attempt to analyze the articles 

of learning strategies in Web of Science Core Collection. 

 

Based on CiteSpace 6.1.R3, this article visualized 718 articles from 2016-2021 in a multidimensional 

and comprehensive way. By quantifying and exposing the thematic patterns and subjects of great 

interest to researchers to anticipate new trends in the literature, this article intends to study the 
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knowledge domain linked with learning strategies within the framework of learning strategies. The 

questions of this study were as follows: 

 

(1) What was the time distribution in the area of learning strategies? 

(2) What were the primary countries and institutions in the area of learning strategies from 2016 

to 2021? 

(3) What were the most cited journals and references？ 

(4) Who were the most prolific and cited authors in the area of learning strategies from 2016 to 

2021? 

(5) What were the hotspots in the area of learning strategies? And what the trends in learning 

strategies will be like? 

 

2. METHODS  

2.1 The Source of Data 

Bibliographic records were collected from the Web of Science Core Collection of Thomson Reuter, 

consisting of a core data set and an expanded data set. 

The topic was set as “Learning strategies” and “EFL”, and the source database in WOS was set as 

“Web of Science Core Collection” to ensure that the quality of selected papers was at a good level. 

The time span was set from 2016 to 2021. The document type was set as an article or review paper. 

Then after the scanning by researchers, some studies which were not relevant to Learning strategies or 

duplicated were excluded. Finally, 718 articles were selected for the visual analysis. 

 

2.2 Tools of Visualization 

CiteSpace was chosen as the visualization tool in this study. CiteSpace was widely used in the visual 

analysis of studies in networks including co-citation networks, keywords networks et al. In this study, 

based on the data from WOS, the duration in CiteSpace was set from 2016 to 2018 and the year slice 

was 1. The “Pathfinder” was chosen as the way of pruning in this software in the analysis of the 

categories, regions, and authors. However, in the keywords network analysis, the pruning sector was 

set as the style of minimum spanning tree to simplify the network. Meanwhile, “Cluster View-Static” 

and “Show Merged Network” were set as the visualization setting in CiteSpace. These parameters 

should be set correctly before the analysis procedure. Excel was then used to organize and display the 

data. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 The Analysis of Time Distribution 

Fig 1 depicts the annual learning strategies-related publications from 2016 to 2021, in 2016 the 

publications are only 27, notably, the total publication numbers increased dramatically since 2017. In 

2017, the number of publications increased to 237. There are several reasons for this trend. Firstly, as 

exchanging information and conducting cooperation become more convenient, learning strategies 
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gained great success by interacting with other disciplines, the study of learning strategies in the field 

of education has provided many methods on how to learn a language. (Shadiev, Wu, & Huang, 2017) 

made great contribution to this field. Secondly, learning strategies is combined with other disciplines, 

for example, education. The emergence of learning strategies has implications for teaching 

prepositions. (Wang & Bai, 2017) is the leading scholar. From 2018 to 2021, the publications keep 

increasing by years, which implied high research value in that field. 

 

 
Fig 1. Publications of Learning strategies from 2011-2021 

 

3.2 The Analysis of Countries 

Fig. 2 presents the number of publications based in different countries. This map consists of 89 nodes 

and 82 links from 2016 to 2021.The USA ranked first with a total number of 306, followed by Russia 

with 283 publications. 990 articles by institutions in Europe were published, which indicates that over 

the previous ten years, a lot of academics in Europe have focused on that area. 

 

Although the USA ranked first in the number of publications, the centrality is observed at less than 

0.2.(Chen, 2006) argued that the centrality of a node is a graph-theoretical property that quantifies the 

importance of the node’s position in a network. The articles from Australia and Finland were 0.77 and 

0.71 respectively, which shows the high quality of the articles. 

 

In terms of international collaboration, Despite the vast volume of articles, Fig. 1 and Table 1 show 

that the USA and China did not establish close cooperative relationships with other nations. For 
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example, Chinese scholars had more cooperation with scholars from the Taiwan region while USA 

scholars had closer cooperation with Norway and Jordan researchers. At the same time, the Australian 

scholars had wide cooperation with other countries, such as Switzerland, China, Finland, Sweden, 

France, and Brazil. People from all backgrounds have become interested in the study of learning 

strategies. More and more countries have begun to devote themselves to the research and applications 

of learning strategies.  

 

 
Fig .2. The Network of Countries for Learning strategies research 

 

Table.1 Learning Strategies Research Distribution by countries  
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3.3 The Analysis of Institutions 

Regarding influential institutions, the Islamic Azad Univ ranked first with 49 articles, followed by Natl 

Taiwan Univ Sci & Technology (16) and Natl Taiwan Normal University (15). However, the high 

publications didn’t contribute to the high burst. Burst analysis is one of the common functions of 

CiteSpace software. Real difficulties and research hotspots in a specific time period can be represented 

by the start and finish times of burst words. In order to examine its contribution, this part draws on a 

variety of institutions. In terms of burst, the top three institutions were Taif Univ (3.14), University 

Sains Malaysia (1.43), and Natl Taiwan Normal Univ (1.13). Although Islamic Azad Univ had prolific 

publications its bust didn’t rank among the top 10 institutions with the strongest citation burst. It shows 

that these three institutions have strong research potential in the direction of learning strategies. The 

burst period for Taif University was 2017-2018 and the burst period for University Sains Malaysia was 

2019-2021, which depicted the university’s strong influence in learning strategies in recent years. More 

details show in fig.3 and table.2. 

 

In terms of regional distribution, University Sains Malaysia, Taif University, and Natl Taiwan Normal 

University are from Asia which reflected the importance of Asia in the field of learning strategies. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 The Top 10 Institutions with learning strategies-related publications 
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Table 2. Contributing Institutions by Frequency and Burst. 

 
 

3.3 The Analysis of Authors  

Country co-authorship analysis is an important form of co-authorship analysis. It can present the 

degree of communication between countries as well as the persuasive countries in this field. Based on 

the data collected from 2016-2021, Bai B and Zhang L published 9 articles and ranked at the top, 

followed by Hwang G（8）an Bagheri R (7). There are more details in fig.4 and table.3. 

 

Since 2017, Bai B has published 9 articles in journals such as the Tesol Quarterly, Language Teaching 

Research and System, and Computer Assisted Language Learning, as the first author and co-author, 

in-depth discussions and analyses on computer-mediated collaboration in foreign language writing, 

motivation, belief, and self-regulated learning strategies are conducted. 

 

Zhang L mainly analyzed the Chinese university learners, metacognition, and validation of 

questionnaire. Hwang G studied the learning environment, pedagogical issues virtual reality and peer 

tutoring. 
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The cooperation of authors is crucial to a field's development. Figure 4 shows a loose network of 

researchers, with a few networks of collaboration. It shows that many academics are capable of 

working independently, and authors have a great chance to establish close networks of collaboration 

in the future. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 The Network of Contributing Authors 

 

Table.3 The Top 10 Authors 

 
3.3 The Analysis of Cited References 

Generally, research articles published in journals represent the trend and hotspot of certain subjects, 

and the references cited in these papers serve as their knowledge foundation. The whole 718 

bibliographic records of the combined core data set visualized by CiteSpace, generating the document 
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co-citation network as shown in Fig.4. The author could group references that are frequently cited in 

the field of learning strategies and find co-citation clusters with the aid of specific computer software. 

This step is crucial for determining the fundamental understanding of learning strategies research, and 

it can be completed by using journal articles to visualize existing knowledge. The following parameters 

in CiteSpace were used: (1) Timeslice from 2016 to 2021; (2) Term source = title/abstract/author 

keywords/keywords plus; (3) Node type = cited reference; (4) Pruning = pathfinder/pruning the merged 

network; (5) Select 50 most cited articles per slice. After running CiteSpace, the author got the map 

shown in Fig. 2. The clustering function was performed by choosing ‘T’ as the labeling source and 

log-likelihood ratio as the method. The results returned 12 knowledge clusters and two of them are 

major clusters based on co-citation cluster information. The Modularity Q is a value ranging from 0–

1 and values close to 1 reveal closer relationships and connections within clusters. Generally speaking, 

Modularity Q values between 0.4–0.8 are acceptable. The values of Mean Silhouette should be 

between −1–1. Values close to 1 mean articles within a cluster are highly consistent or similar in terms 

of content. Fig. 5 and Table 4 show that the Modularity Q value is 0.8598 and the Mean Silhouette is 

0.9628. All 12 major clusters’ Silhouette values are greater than 0.8. This indicates a high-quality 

cluster analysis of the learning strategies knowledge mapping. 

 

Specifically speaking, from table 4 we can see that cluster ranked first was Chinese EFL Context (#0). 

This knowledge cluster contains studies on mixed-methods approach, investigating motivational 

regulation strategies, speech act, understanding foreign language learners’ perception. This cluster 

contains 34 articles, mostly published around 2019. The silhouette value of the cluster was 0.881, 

indicating high consistency among the 32 articles in this cluster. The major citing article of the cluster 

is: TORRES- BAI, B (2020.0) Hong Kong primary students’ self-regulated writing strategy use: 

Influences of gender, writing proficiency, and grade level which was published in the Studies in 

Educational Evaluation. 

 

The second largest cluster (#1) contains 32 articles with a silhouette value of 0.957. 

CHU, H (2019.0) paper on map-based collaborative mobile gaming, which was published on 

Educational Technology & Society, was the most cited. This implied in 2019, the scholars mainly 

studied how to combine language learning with modern technology. The third largest cluster (#2) 

contains 31 articles with the silhouette value of 0.957, which indicated the high consistency of this 

cluster. The most cited article was BAI, B (2021.0) An intervention study to improve primary school 

students’ self-regulated strategy use in English writing through e-learning in Hong Kong. It’s worth 

noticing that the research mainly focused on online teaching (#5) and virtual reality (#11) in 2020. The 

5th largest cluster (#5) has 18 members and a silhouette value of 0.994. It is labeled as online teaching. 

The major citing article of the cluster was INAN-KARAGUL, B (2021.0) Improving Language 

Learners’ Use of Self-Regulated Writing Strategies Through Screencast Feedback. School closures 

due to the Covid-19 pandemic brought surmounting challenges at higher education level to both 

learners and educators. (Inan-Karagul & Seker, 2021) The fifth largest cluster (#11) has 14 members 

and a silhouette value of 0.947. It is labeled as English-speaking performance. The most cited article 
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was CHIEN, S (2020.0) Effects of peer assessment within the context of spherical video-based virtual 

reality on efl students' English-speaking performance and learning perceptions. (Chien, Hwang, & 

Jong, 2020) conducted spherical video-based virtual reality (SVVR) environment was developed to 

situate students in authentic English-speaking contexts. This implied that language teaching will more 

emphasize real environment. 

 

Burst detection can be used to investigate a field's research patterns, and previous and current bursts 

can, to some extent, predict future trends. This study also adopted this algorithm to extract citation 

bursts, and all citation bursts since 2016 were selected to be analyzed to explore the emerging trends 

of learning strategies. By analyzing the references that experienced sudden increase in their citations 

during a certain time period, we can roughly explore the present research interests and future trends of 

a certain knowledge domain. The burst group with an end year of 2021 suggests that their citation burst 

will probably continue in the future, as well as the popularity of their research topics. The top-ranked 

item by citation bursts was Nation IS, (2013) with a burst value of 3.24. The citation burst is an 

indicator of a highly active area of research and shows that a particular publication is associated with 

a surge of citations. Table 3 shows the top 16 authors and studies based on bursts. More details show 

in table.4 and table.5. 

  

In conclusion, the studies to forecast research orientations in the future have been made possible by 

the citation burst as an indicator of recognizing upcoming research trends. By classifying the studies 

with the most recent citation burst from 2016, it is obvious to us that the study concerning the role of 

simulation in online teaching and real learning environment will still appeal to researchers in the 

coming years. 

 

 
Fig. 4 Timeline of Cited References 
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Table.3 Detail of Knowledge cluster 
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Table.4 Details of Knowledge Clusters 

 

Table 5. Top 16 References with Strongest Citation 

 

 
3.3 The Analysis of Cited Journals 

The journal co-citation analysis not only exposes the overall structure of the subject and the features 

of a journal, it is also an effective approach to examine the structure and characteristics of a subject. 

The size of node represents the activity of the journal and the number of published papers. The 

separation between two nodes is also crucial. In general, the citation frequency increases as the distance 

between two nodes decreases.Articles from the System have a total citation of 374. Articles from Tesol 

Quarterly have a total citation of 350, articles from Modern Language Journal have a total citation of 

342. The citation frequency ranking is consistent with the overall ranking of the journal by SSCI, which 

also indicated the appropriateness of journals’ inclusion in this study. 
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However, from 2016 to 2021, in terms of the burst, Motivation Second Language ranked first with a 

burst value of 5.13 between 2017 and 2018. Other journals that have relatively high burst values 

include Teaching Principles, Psychol language Teaching.  

 

In terms of centrality, most journals are applied to related journals. this finding suggests that learning 

strategies research moved to how to use rather than explore the internal structure of strategies. Based 

on the discipline category information from the web of science, the researches of learning strategies 

are mainly from education and humanities multidisciplinary and psychology. For the duration (2018-

2019), the studies on motivation and have become popular, reflecting the changing focus of learning 

strategies at different time stages. More details contain in table. 6 and table. 7. 

 

 
 

Fig.5 The Network of Cited-Journals 
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Table 6. The Top 10 Sources by Frequency 

 
Table. 7 The Top 10 Journals by Strength and Centrality 

 
3.4 The Analysis of Keywords 

By using the node type of the Cite pace operation interface as the keyword to conduct a visual analysis 

of the scientific graph, the keyword co-occurrence graph displayed in Figure 6 can be created. This 
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graph effectively reflects the research hotspots in the disciplinary fields. The link strength between 

two nodes refers to the frequency of co-occurrence. It can be used as a quantitative index to depict the 

relationship between two nodes The keywords in the map are clustered and summarized according to 

the relevant algorithms, and the keyword clustering map as shown in Figure.7 below is obtained. The 

cluster map focuses on reflecting the structural characteristics between clusters, highlighting key nodes 

and important connections. Combining the relevant keyword data in the two figures, we can analyze 

the main research areas of learning strategies in the core research circle. 

 

Co-occurring network analyses were performed using keywords such as “node type” Fig.6 shows that 

recent popular research topics in the learning strategies field include motivation, performance, reading 

comprehension, knowledge. Topics with high centrality include attitude, academic, achievement, 

comprehension, environment and efficacy. the author selected keywords that appeared more than 20 

times, and then checked whether these keywords showed centrality. We list these keywords based on 

years in Table 6. Table.7 shows the first time each research topic appeared and its duration. For 

example, communication strategy has a long duration from 2016 to 201, while from 2019 to 2021 the 

hot topics include interactive learning environment, English proficiency, applied in subject area. 

Research topics between 2019 and 2021 were focused on interactive technology and application.  

 

From the analysis of keywords of these studies, hotspots and maybe future trends could be discussed 

on the learners’ proficiency, motivation and interaction. 

 

 
 

Fig.6 The Network of Keywords 
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Table.8 The Frequency of Keywords by Centrality 
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Table.9 25 Keywords with the Strongest Burst 
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Fig.7 The Cluster of Keywords 

 

Table.10 The Cluster of Keywords by MI 
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In an additional step, the author formed a keywords cluster (Fig. 7), the clustering obtained the 

evaluation index of network modularity (Modularity) Q=0.7695, the mean value of network 

homogeneity Mean Silhouette=0.9126, indicating that the graph network clustering is good, the 

homogeneity is high, and the clustering results are reasonable. Keywords cluster can reveal the study 

area in a certain period. The development of learning strategies can be divided into two stages. The 

first stage is from 2016-2017, most studies were about exploring reading strategy use, fifth language 

skill, offline blended teaching mode, from 2018-2019 the research mainly on the high school student, 

pre-service efl program, consecutive bilingual instruction, pragmatic consciousness-raising task. More 

details show in table.10. 

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

This study conducted a bibliometric analysis and visualization of publications that dealt with learning 

strategies. The following is a summary of the author's interesting findings on publications on learning 

strategies: First, the learning strategies-related publications fluctuated at a low level between 2016 and 

2017. However, after 2017, the number of publications grew rapidly. In terms of institutes, the Islamic 

Azad University has the highest number of publications. Asian institutes ranked in the top 10 regarding 

the number of learning strategies-related publications. The journal, System, ranks first among the 

learning strategies-related journals. The Asian publications ranked second, which has the highest 

citation frequency and H-index. It implies that in this field, Asia is the leading region. China has a 

large number of publications, while Chinese scholars should pay attention to the quality of their papers. 

Second, through the analysis of keywords, we have found that learning strategies is moving from 

attitude, anxiety toward an interactive model and combine with modern technologies. Until now, 

personal-interactive learning strategies is heating up. The main obstacle that people must overcome is 

the technological assistance of learning strategies study. 

 

Third, in the learning strategies field, the phenomenon of collaboration between several authors is 

pervasive. All the top 10 publications with the highest number of citations were completed with more 

than one author. However, international cooperation is not universal. 

 

The technical difficulties in using and creating learning strategies cannot be disregarded given the 

context of Big Data. (1) First, from the standpoint of data collection, extensive data is gathered from a 

variety of data sources, including the Internet, mobile phones, classrooms, and the scientific 

community. These sources are then used to build specialized databases or to analyze specific languages 

using tools like Python or other programming languages. (2) To support the big data era, there were a 

number of additional issues in both data management and data analysis, such as processing highly 

distributed data sources, tracking data sources, and building parallel and distributed architecture 

methods. 

 

Although the bibliometric analysis and visualization of articles relevant to learning strategies produced 

some intriguing results, this study has some flaws. The author downloaded the documents from Core 
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Collection databases via Web of Science and more than 99% of the articles were written in English. 

This leads to the underestimation of researchers who use other languages. 

 

The collective efforts and interests in this scientific field from 2016 to 2021 have been outlined by the 

bibliometric review of learning strategies. On the basis of the presented visualization by CiteSpace, 

the bibliometric evaluation of learning strategies has detailed the collective efforts and interests in this 

scientific topic from 2016 to 2021. In order to discover the theme patterns and new trends in the 

knowledge domain of learning strategies, an effective and quantitative method is provided by the 

current study. 

 

Fund: This article is supported by Sichuan University Students Innovation Fund Project ‘Home 

Monitoring of Healthy Diet for the Elderly’ (Project Number: S202010622092) 
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